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1 Introduction 

The ability to reconstruct a true phase field from the prin
cipal value of a wrapped phase is essential for many tech
niques that deal with coherent wave processes, such as op
tical interferometry, magnetic resonance imaging, and 
synthetic aperture radar interferometry. 1 In these tech
niques, the measured physical quantities are expressed in 
the form of a 2-0 wrapped phase map. Since the wrapped 
phase map is defined by its principal values which range 
from - 1r to 1r, phase unwrapping must be performed on the 
given phase map to obtain the original continuous phase 
field by removing the 21r phase jumps. Defects in the 
wrapped phase maps, such as phase discontinuities, noise, 
undersampling, and shadow, may produce unreliable phase 
data, which makes the recovery of a true phase map 
challenging. 2 

For more than 2 decades many phase-un wrapping algo
rithms have been proposed. These algorithms can be 
grouped into three classes: 3 (I ) path-following algorithm , 
(2) region algorithms, and (3) global algorithms. Each of 
these algorithms is used to handle some sorts of problem 
successfull y and each has its own drawbacks. The path
following a lgorithms are discussed brie fly in the following 
becau e they are related to our new algorithm. 

The path-following algorithms perform phase integra
tion in a sequence of steps to recover the true phase fi eld . 
They can be subclassified into three groups: (1) path
dependent algorithms, (2) residue-compensation algo
rithms, and (3) quality-guided algorithms. 

The path-dependent algorithms4 are the simplest among 
the path-following algorithms. They use an a priori defined 
search strategy, such as Linear scanning, spiral scanning, 
and multiple direction scanning, to guide the phase integra-
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tion process. Although these algorithms are usually fast , 
they are unable to handle noisy phase images because of 
the fixed data evaluation order. 

The residue-compensation algorithms5- 8 search for resi
dues in a wrapped phase image and place branch cuts be
tween positive and negative residues. Because this proce
dure ensures that there is no rotational component in the 
phase field , path-independent unwrapped results can be ob
tained when the integration path does not cross the branch 
cuts. However, the unwrapping quality and the execution 
time of these algorithms depend on the branch cut genera
tion criterion. 

The quality-guided algorithms9
-

12 use a quality map, 
which indicates the pixels' reli ability of the wrapped phase 
map, to guide the integration path . They unwrap the highe t 
quality pixels that have the highest reli ability va lues first 
and the lowest quality pixel with the lowest reliability val
ues last to prevent error propagation. Recently, Su and 
Chen 13 presented a review of the e algorithms, and they 
demon trated that their own quality-guided algorithm is ef
fective on dealing with the complex fringe pattern . In gen
eral, the unwrapping quality of these algorithms depends on 
the quality map selection strategy. Because these algo
rithms do not generate branch cuts between residues, there 
is no guarantee that the integration path does not encircle 
an unbalanced residue and introduce a wrong 2 1r multiple 
error. 

Some re idue-cornpensation algorithms, such as Gold
stein et aJ. 's algorithm,5 may fa il in the case that noisy 
phase data or undersampled data are present. This is due to 
the fact that the branch cuts are placed incorrectly. Part of 
the branch cuts misplaced in high-quality regions forces the 
integration path to cross low-quality regions that do not 
contain branch cut pixels. Thus, an unwrapped error occurs 
as these low-quality regions are crossed. To solve the prob-
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lem, Flynn proposed a " mask cut algorithm," 14 which uses 
a quality map to generate branch cuts in the wrapped maps. 
The algorithm starts at a res idue and grows a pixe l mask 
throughout the pixels of lowest quality. The growth stops 
when the total polarity of the residues in the mask is zero. 
This process is repeated until all residues in the mask are 
balanced. The mask is then thinned with morphological op
erators. Finally, the unwrapped result is obtained by simple 
path integration around the mask cuts. Because the branch 
cuts are reasonably confined to lie as much as poss ible 
within regions of low quality, the mask cut algorithm is 
successful in some applications, 15 such as interferometric 
synthetic aperture radar (IFSAR), magnetic resonance im
aging (MRI), and simulated lFSAR. Despite its merits, the 
algorithm has its own disadvantages . In the path integration 
step, the algorithm discards the quality map and unwraps 
the wrapped phase by simple 1-D unwrapping along paths 
that avoid the mask. Because there is no guarantee that 
rather low quality pixels are all confined to the mask, the 
algorithm is certain to fail when the integration path first 
crosses these low-quality regions that are outside of the 
mask, especially when the wrapped phase map contains a 
high level of noise or complex discontinuities. 

To overcome the drawbacks of the mask cut algorithm 
and produce a better phase-unwrapping path, thi s paper 
presents a new algorithm that combines the advantages of 
the residue-compensation algorithms and those of the 
quality-guided ones. The new algorithm falls into the 
quality-guided group. Its framework consists of branch cut 
placing guided by an original quality map and reliability 
ordering performed on a final quality map. First, a quality 
map, which can reflect the reliability of the wrapped phase 
image, is used as the original quality map to guide the 
placement of the branch cuts. This step balances all of the 
residues and confines the branch cuts to low-quality areas. 
Then the minimum quality value is assigned to branch cut 
pixels to generate a final quality map. Finally, the wrapped 
phase map is unwrapped based on the reliability ordering 
that is performed on the final quality map. The highest 
quality pixels with the highest reliability are integrated first 
and the pixels with gradually decreasing reli ability are in
tegrated in sequence. In thi s step, the algorithm searches 
the 8 neighboring pixe ls of the being processed pixel for 
the local minimum quality. Thus, it can be expected to gen
erate a more reliable unwrapping path than that by means 
of searchin§ for the 4 neighboring pixels of the pixel being 
processed. 1 The new algorithm automatically places 
branch cuts and unwraps the wrapped phase data without 
the necessity of thresholds and user interruption. Because 
the phase-unwrapping path does not encircle any unbal
anced residue and is always along the way from a higher 
reliable area to the area with low reliability, even in the 
worst case, the phase-unwrapping error, if any, is limited to 
local minimum regions. 

In the new algorithm, selecting a suitable quality map as 
the original quality map to guide the placement of the 
branch cuts is important. Although intensity modulation 16 is 
a useful quality map and was successfully used to generate 
branch cuts in the method for phase-stepping grating pro
filometry of complex objects, it must be calculated from 
original fringe patterns, which is not convenient and may 
not be available in many other applications related to phase 
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Calculate the original quality map from the wrapped 

phase map 

Branch cut placing guided by the original quality map 

Assign the lowest value of the original quality map to the 

branch cut pixels to generate a final quality map. 

Use the final quality map to guide the phase unwrapping 

process based on reliability ordering. 

End 

Fig. 1 Flow chart of the proposed algorithm. 

unwrapping. Thus, we prefer to use other quality maps that 
can be directly derived from the wrapped phase data. In the 
proposed algorithm, any quality map directly derived from 
the wrapped phase data can be chosen as the original qual
ity map. However, just as in any kind of quality-guided 
algorithm, the successful implementation of the algorithm 
largely relies on the accuracy of the quality map. Hence, we 
also propose a new quality map used as the original quality 
map to ensure a more reliable unwrapped result. Computer 
simulation and experiments verify the effectiveness of the 
new algorithm and the new quality map. 

2 Principle 

For better understanding, a simple flowchart for the pro
posed algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1. The new algorithm 
uses an original quality map to generate the branch cuts, 
which are limited to lie as much as possible within low
quality areas. Then the position information of the branch 
cut pixels is used to generate a final quality map. Finally, 
the reliability ordering operation is performed on the final 
quality map, which determines an optimal phase
unwrapping path. In this section, we explain two critical 
steps of the proposed algorithm: branch cut placing guided 
by the original quality map and phase unwrapping based on 
reliability ordering. 

2.1 Branch Cut Placing 

Two-dimensional phase unwrapping is essentially a line in
tegral process that can be represented by the following 
mathematical expression: 

f [a¢(x,y) a¢(x,y) ] 
<p(x,y)= c ax dx+ ay dy +1p(xo,yo), (1) 

where C is any path within the wrapped phase map con
necting the points (x 0 ,y 0 ) and (x,y), <f>(x,y) is the 
wrapped phase value of the point (x,y) , and <p(x 0 ,y0 ) and 
<p(x,y) are the unwrapped phase values corresponding to 
points (x0 ,y0 ) and (x,y), respectively. 
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Theoreticall y, </>(x ,y) is unique, in other words, phase 
un wrapping is path-indepe ndent, when the condition of the 
Shannon sampling theory is met. However, in practi ce, 
pha e un wrapping is path-dependent for the reasons such as 
phase discontinuiti es, no ise, and undersampling . In such 
situations, there are some phase res idues in the wrapped 
phase map. If the integration path circles several phase resi
dues , the c losed-path integral result can be expressed as 

where the subscript k represents the order of a residue, and 
ck is the corresponding polarity of the residue, which is I or 
- 1. To obtain a path-independent unwrapped result , a resi
due po larity balance operation, branch cuts plac ing, is nec
essary to make the value of closed-path integral equal to 0. 
Since integration path will be around the branch cuts, the 
branch cuts are expected to lie as much as possible within 
low-quality areas, to limit the unavoidable unwrapping er
ror, if any, within a local minimum area. Thus, a quality 
map can be used as a reasonable guide to grow the branch 
cuts. The quality map used to place branch cut is called the 
" orig inal quality map." The ori ginal quality map can be 

f [ a¢>(x ,y) a¢>(x ,y) ] " 
---- d.x +---- dy = 2 7T~ ck, 

ax ay 
(2) 
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any one of those directly derived from the wrapped phase 
map, such as the variance of phase derivatives, maximum 
phase gradient or correlation coefficients. 15 

After the original quality map is directly obtained from 
the wrapped phase map, the procedure of branch cut plac
ing is performed as follows . (Fig. 2): 

1. Identify each residue from the wrapped phase map 
and put all residues into an empty queue Q0 . 

2. Mark each " adjoinjng dipole, " two adjoining resi
dues of opposite polarity, as branch cut pixels and 
remove them from Q0 . If Q0 is empty, that is, all 
residues have been balanced, the branch cut placing 
is finished. 

3. Take any residue in queue Q0 as starting point, mark 
it a " branch cut" pixel and remove it from Q0 . Let a 
variable polarity= 1 if P 0 is positive, or polarity= - l 
if P0 is negative. Then put 8 neighboring pixels of P0 
into an empty queue Q I and sort them by quality 
value. 

4. Take out the lowest-quality pixel from queue Q 1 • 

Mark the pixel a " branch cut" and mark it processed. 
There are three possible cases that the pixel belongs 
to. When the pixel is an unbalanced residue, mark the 
residue balanced, remove it from Q0 and add its po
larity (1 or -1) to polarity . When the pixel is a bor
der pixel, Jet polarity=O. When the pixel is neither 
unbalanced residue nor border pixel, keep polarity 
unchanged. Then check the value of polarity. If po
larity=faO, insert the unprocessed pixels of the pixel's 
8 neighbors into Q 1 and reorder Q 1 by quality value. 
Repeat this step until polarity =O, that is, the branch 
cuts contajn border pixel or equal number of opposite 
residues. 

5. Repeat step 3 and 4, until queue Q0 is empty. The 
procedure of branch cut placing is finished. 

Because the branch cut pixels are unwrapped latest, 
these pixels can be considered as lowest reliability ones 
whose quality is the lowest. Thus , it is reasonable to replace 
the quality value of the branch cut pixels with the minimum 
value of the original quality map to generate a final quality 
map, wruch is used to produce an optimized phase unwrap
ping path based on reliability ordering. 

2.2 Phase Unwrapping Based on Reliability 
Ordering 

During the phase-unwrapping step, to ensure that low
reHability phase does not affect high-reliability phase, the 
reliability ordering must be performed so that the new al
gorithm unwraps the high-quality phase at an early stage 
and the low-quality phase at a later stage. Because a reli
able original quality map is selected and an operation of 
branch cut placing is performed, the final quality map can 
be expected to truly reflect the reliability of the wrapped 

phase map. Therefore reliability ordering can be realized 
through quality ordering performed on the final quality 
map. Phase unwrapping based on reliability ordering is as 
follows: 

1. Order all the quality value in the final quality map 
and take the highest quality pixel as the start point of 
phase unwrapping. Put its 8 neighboring pixels into a 
queue Q2 and order them from higher quality to 
lower one. 

2. Remove the highest quality pixel from Q2 and un
wrap the pixel on the basis of the start point. If the 
absolute difference between this pixel and the start 
point is less than 'TT, the true phase of thj s pixel wi ll 
equal its wrapped phase. If the difference between 
the two pixels is more than 'TT, the true phase will 
equal its wrapped phase with 27T subtracted. If the 
difference is less than - 'TT, the true phase equals its 
wrapped phase with 27T added. After thi s pixel has 
been unwrapped , mark thi s pixel as processed pixel , 
and insert the unprocessed pixels of its eight neigh
bors into Q 2 and reorder the queue by quality value. 

3. Remove the hjghest quality pixel from Q2 and un
wrap the point on the basis of the immediately pre
ceding unwrapped pixel. Mark this pixel as processed 
pixel , then insert the unprocessed pixels of its eight 
neighbors into Q2 and reorder the queue by quality 
value. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the queue Q2 is empty. 

3 New Quality Map 

As pointed out in Sec. 2, in the new algorithm, any existing 
quality map directly derived from the wrapped phase map 
can be chosen as the original quality map to guide the 
placement of the branch cuts. However, these existing qual
ity maps have their own disadvantages. For example, cor
relation map is only available for SAR data. Phase deriva
tive variance map, which is generally believed as the most 
reliable measure of phase quality, 15 cannot be responsive to 
highly varying regions that have been corrupted by under
sampling when these regions may have good phase quality 
and therefore high-quality values. In this section, we 
present a new quality map that can overcome the draw
backs of the phase derivative variance map and thus ensure 
that unwrapped results are more reliable. 

The proposed quality map is a hybrid from pseudocor
relation map 15 and phase derivative variance map. Regard
less of the fact that pseudocorrelation map is not as effec
tive as phase derivative variance map in many cases, it is 
sensitive to rapid changes and able to recognize the phase 
data with undersampling by assigning them with low
quality values. Therefore, the combination of the two qual
ity maps can be expected to generate a better one. 

The new quality map is defined by the equation 
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[ 2,111 + //2 Ln +/12 ( A x - ~)2 ]1 /2+ [ "'2:,111 //2 2,11 + //2 ( AY - ~)2] 1/2 
i = m - 112 j = n - 112 i .j 111 , 11 i = m - 112 j = n - 112 i ,j m.n 

qm_n= / X / 

X I - i = 111 - l/2 j = 11 - l /2 COS'f'i .j + L..i = m - l/2L.,j = n - l/2 S IO 'f'; .j 
{ 

[ ( 2,111 +//2 2,11 + //2 ,1.. )2 ('-'111 + //2 'C'll + //2 · ,1.. ) 2 ] 1/2} 

l X I ' 
(3) 

where the quality of the pixe l (m,n ) is calculated from its 
I X I neighborhoods. The terms Af.j and A{j are the partial 
deri vati ves of the phase. The te rm c/>; ,j is the wrapped phase 
va lue. The te rms At j and A;,j can be computed by the 
formulas 

(4) 

and 

(5) 

Note that Af.j and A;'_j are the mean va lues of the parti al 
de ri vati ves of the phase in the / X I window. Also, Wis the 
wrapping operator 

(6) 

a nd k ;,j, an unknown integer, is chosen in such a way that 
W (c/>; ,) E (- 1r, 1r) . 

From the preceding equations we know that the pro
posed quality map is directly deri ved from the wrapped 
phase map. The new quality map can truly re fl ect phase 
quality. In the areas where di scontinuities, noise, and un
dersampling appear, the phase data are unreliable and 
should be recognized in the quality map. Discontinuities 
and no ise in the un wrapped phase must be restricted to 
areas of noise and true di scontinuity in the profile. Such 
areas can be uccessfull y identifi ed by their low quality in 
the proposed quality map. The quality map also can be 
effecti vely responsive to corrupted pixels that have been 
corrupted by undersampling caused by abrupt changes in 
the true profi le. In thi s case, such pi xe ls are ass igned low
quality va lues, though these pi xe ls may have good image 
q uality. In Sec. 4, experime nta l results of the proposed 
quality map are compared with those obtained by use of the 
phase derivative variance map. 

4 Simulated and Experimental Results 

4.1 Simulated Results 

T he proposed algorith m was tested by use of two simulated 
images. In a ll wrapped phase images, wrapped phase is 
sca led so that black represents - 1r rad and white represents 
1r rad. U nwrapped phase images are also scaled between 
bl ack and white to cover the full dy namic range. 

Figure 3(a) shows a very noisy wrapped phase map of a 
simulated spherical surface. The wrapped phase map is 5 12 
X5 12 pi xels in size and contains 19,908 res idues. This im
age was used to test the proposed algorithm under noisy 
conditi ons. T he root mean square (rms) dev iation of Fig. 
3(a) is 2.327 rad when it is compared with the correspond-

ing idea l wrapped spheri cal surface with no noise present. 
Figure 3(b) shows the unwrapped phase map obtained by 
using mask cut algorithm with the phase deri vati ve vari 
ance map. There are some apparent unwrapped errors in the 
area of black speckles. The rms deviation of Fig. 3(b) is 
4.588 rad when it is compared with the ideal unwrapped 
spherical surface. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) present the un
wrapped results using the proposed algorithm with the 
phase deri vati ve variance map and the new quality map, 
respecti ve ly. When the two un wrapped results are com
pared with the idea l un wrapped sphere surface, the rms 
deviations of Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) are 0.644 and 0. 152 rad, 
respecti vely. The corresponding 3-D rendering of Figs. 
3(b), 3(c), and 3(d) are shown in Figs. 3(e), 3(f), and 3(g), 
respecti vely. 

Figure 4(a) shows a simul ated wrapped phase image 
with smface di scontinuities. The size of the image is 5 12 
X 51 2 pi xels. In thi s case, two planar surfaces were tilted 
relative to one another, creating a boundary of spiral 
sheared between them. Note that the presence of the phase 
di scontinuities that must be taken into account in the un
wrapping makes thi s image a diffi cult one to unwrap. The 
result unwrapped using the mask cut algorithm with the 
phase deri vati ve variance map is shown in Fig. 4(b). The 
result shows the propagation of errors, originating at the 
physical profile di scontinuity, throughout the entire image. 
The results unwrapped using the proposed algorithm with 
the phase deri vati ve vari ance map and the new quali ty map 
are shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), respecti vely. Both of these 
two unwrapped images are visua ll y convincing that the un
wrapping is qualitatively correct. 

Although the two un wrapped results seem identica l in 
appearance, there is a minute d ifference between them. Fig
ure 4(e) shows the true phase va lue vari ation on a cross 
section of Fig. 4(c) when x = 4 12 pixels. There is a sudden, 
transient osc ill ation in the boundary of the sheared planar 
surfaces . Figure 4(f) shows the true phase value variation 
on the same cross section of Fig. 4(d). As we can see, the 
boundary is correctl y upright and sharp. 

The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm 
has a be tter ability to deal w ith noisy data and complex 
phase discontinuities. By using the new quality map as the 
orig inal quality map to guide the placement of the branch 
cuts, the proposed algori thm can generate a more reli able 
un wrapped result. 

4.2 Experimental Results 

In our experiment the endface of a fiber optica l connector 
was measured . The fiber undercut and the apex offset of the 
fiber connector are larger than those of an ordinary fiber 
connector. By using fo ur-step phase-shi fting interfero metry, 
the wrapped phase map of a section of the fiber connector 
endface is obtained, which is shown in Fig. 5(a). The new 
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Fig. 3 Unwrapping of a simulated wrapped phase image with random noise: (a) wrapped phase image, (b) result unwrapped using the mask 
cut algorithm with the phase derivative variance map, (c) result unwrapped using the proposed algorithm with the phase derivative variance 
map, (d) result unwrapped using the proposed algorithm with the new quality map, (e) 3-D rendering of (b), (f) 3-D rendering of (c), and (g) 3-D 
rendering of (d). 
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Fig. 4 Unwrapping of a simulated wrapped phase image with su rface discontinuities: (a) wrapped phase image, (b) result unwrapped using the 
11ask cut algorithm with the phase derivative variance map, (c) result unwrapped using the proposed algorithm with the phase derivative 
✓ariance map, (d) result unwrapped using the proposed algorithm with the new quality map, (e) 2-D profile plot of (c) when x = 412 pixels, and 
;t) 2-D profile plot of (d) when x = 412 pixels. 

:iuality map of Fig. 5(a) is shown in Fig. 5(b). As we can 
,ee, the wrapped phase map is corrupted by salt-and-pepper 
noise, especially in the area of the fiber undercut. In addi
tion, in this area the dense fringe may cause undersampling 
problem. 

Figure 5(c) shows the unwrapped phase map by use of 
the mask cut algorithm with the phase derivative variance 
map. The corresponding 3-D plot of Fig. 5(c) is shown in 
Fig. 5(d). We can see that in the noisy and rapidly changing 
part of the endface of the fiber connector, where the fiber 
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Fig. 5 Unwrapping of a wrapped phase image obtained from the measurement of an optical fiber connector endface: (a) wrapped phase image, 
(b) the new quality map of (a) , (c) result unwrapped using the mask cut algorithm with the phase derivative variance map, (d) 3-D rendering of 
(c) , (e) result unwrapped using the proposed algorithm with the phase derivative variance map, (f) 3-D rendering of (e), (g) result unwrapped 
using the proposed algorithm with the new quality map, and (h) 3-D rendering of (g) . 
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ndface lies, the mask cut algorithm cannot generate a cor
rect result. Figures 5(e) and 5(g) show the results un
wrapped using the proposed algorithm with the phase de
rivative variance map and the new quality map, 
respectively. Figures 5(f) and 5(h) are their respective 3-D 

'profiles. As shown in Figs. 5(e) and 5(f) , the proposed al
gorithm can produce an almost correct result, although 
there is a trivial error that originates from the drawbacks of 
the phase derivative variance map. Apparently, when the 
new quality map is used as the original quality map to 
guide the placement of the branch cuts, the proposed a lgo
rithm copes well with the intractable wrapped data, produc
ing an unwrapped result that is consistent and correct. 

The execution time of the proposed algorithm varies 
from image to image and depends on the selection of the 
original quality map. The proposed algorithm was executed 
on a PC system, which contains a Pentium ill processor 
that runs at a 800-MHz clock speed. The memory on this 
PC is 128 Mbyte RAM. When the new quality map is used 
as the original quality map and the tested images are 512 
X 512 pixels in size, the execution time is about 3 s. 

5 Conclusions 
A fast, reliable quality-guided phase-unwrapping algorithm 
based on the placement of the branch c uts was proposed 
and tested. Because the phase-unwrapping path does not 
encircle any unbalanced residue and is always along the 
way from a higher reliability area to an area with low reli
ability, even in the worst case, the phase unwrapping error, 
if any, is limited to local minimum regions. Using the pro
posed new quality map as the original quality map to guide 
the placement of the branch cuts, the algorithm correctly 
produces consistent and reliable results even when noisy 
data, surface discontinuities, or undersampling are present. 
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